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Multi-Task Kernel Null-Space for One-Class
Classification

Shervin Rahimzadeh Arashloo and Josef Kittler, Life Member

Abstract—The one-class kernel spectral regression (OC-KSR), the regression-based formulation of the kernel null-space approach,
has been shown to be an effective Fisher criterion-based methodology for one-class classification (OCC), achieving the state-of-the-art
performance while providing a relatively high robustness against data corruption. This work extends the OC-KSR methodology to a
multi-task setting where multiple one-class problems share information for improved performance. Accordingly, first, the OC-KSR
method is extended to learn the multiple tasks structure linearly by posing it as an instance of the separable kernel learning problem in
a vector-valued reproducing kernel Hilbert space where a linear output kernel encodes the tasks structure while another kernel
captures input similarities. Next, by viewing the multi-task structure learning problem as one of composition function learning, a
non-linear structure learning mechanism is proposed, which models the relationship between multiple tasks more effectively via a
non-linear output kernel. The non-linear structure learning method is then reformulated for a sparse setting where different tasks
compete in an output composition mechanism, leading to a sparse non-linear structure between the multiple problems. Through
extensive experiments conducted on different data sets, the merits of the proposed multi-task kernel null-space techniques are
validated and benchmarked against baseline and existing state-of-the-art techniques.

Index Terms—one-class classification, anomaly detection, multi-task learning, kernel null-space technique, reproducing kernel Hilbert
space for vector valued functions (RKHSvv), regression.
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1 INTRODUCTION

INthe presence of large within-class variations, pattern
classification techniques typically require a sufficiently

large and representative set of training data to achieve a
reasonable generalisation performance. With the growing
complexity of the learning problems and the corresponding
decision-making systems, the need for larger sets of training
data has become indisputable. While there exist applications
where the available data is abundant, there are other situa-
tions where the number of training observations is hard to
increase. Such situations arise when the cost of collecting
training samples is relatively high or samples are rare by
nature. In other cases, where sufficient training observa-
tions are available, for effective training, multiple passes
through the available samples may be required, increasing
the computational complexity of learning. The problems
associated with the training data are also pertinent to the
settings where a large number of training observations
might exist, but they fail to capture the real distribution of
the underlying phenomena. In these situations, any defi-
ciencies of the training data, on top of the limitations of the
learning systems, may lead to a sub-optimal performance.
Although other alternatives exist, in these circumstances,
sharing knowledge among multiple tasks, facilitated by the
multi-task learning (MTL) paradigm, has been found to
be an effective strategy to improve the performance when
individual problems are in some sense related [1]. Sharing
knowledge among multiple problems may enhance the
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generalisation performance of individual learners, reduce
the required number of training samples or the number of
learning cycles needed to achieve a particular performance
level by exploiting the commonalities/differences among
different problems. As such, MTL is known to be an effective
mechanism of inductive transfer, which enhances generali-
sation by exploiting the domain information available in the
training signals of individual problems as an inductive bias
[2]. This objective is typically achieved by learning multiple
tasks in parallel, while using a shared representation.

Notwithstanding other strategies, the MTL approach
may be cast within the framework of the reproducing kernel
Hilbert space for vector-valued functions (RKHSvv) [3]. In
this context, the problem may be viewed as one of learning
vector-valued functions where each vector component is a
real-valued function corresponding to a particular task. In
the RKHSvv, the relationship between multiple inputs and
the outputs is modelled through a positive definite multi-
task kernel [4]. A plausible and computationally attractive
simplification of this methodology is offered by the sepa-
rable kernel learning paradigm, assuming a decomposition
of the multi-task kernel in terms of a kernel on the inputs
and another on task indices [4], [5], [6]. In this formalism,
the input and outputs are decoupled in the sense that
the input feature space does not vary by task while the
structure of different problems is solely represented through
the corresponding output kernel. Since a decomposition
of the multi-task kernel facilitates the optimisation of the
kernel on the task indices simultaneously with learning the
predictive vector-valued function, it is widely applied as
a kernel-based approach to model learning problems with
multiple outputs.

The MTL strategy has been successfully applied to a
wide spectrum of different problems [1]. Among others, a
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relatively challenging classification problem is known to be
one-class classification (OCC) [7]. OCC is defined as the
problem of identifying patterns which conform to a spe-
cific behaviour, known as normal/target observations and
distinguishing them from all other patterns, referred to as
anomalies/novelties, etc. The interest in one-class learning
is fuelled, in part, by the observation that very often a closed
form definition of normality does exist whereas typically no
such definition for an anomalous state is available. While
one-class classification forms the backbone of a wide variety
of applications [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], it usually
suffers from a lack of representative training samples. The
complexity of the problem may be attributed to the diffi-
culty of obtaining non-target samples for training or their
propensity to appear in unpredictable novel forms during
the operational phase of the system.

These adversities suggest that the OCC problem may
be a strong candidate to benefit from a multi-task learning
strategy. While there exists some previous effort on util-
ising tasks’ structures in designing one-class classification
methods [15], [16], [17], [18], they typically rely on different
flavours of the support vector machine paradigm. A plausi-
ble alternative to the SVM formulation is regularised regres-
sion [19]. By utilising the shared information across multiple
relevant targets in a non-OCC setting, the performance of
multi-target regression has been shown to improve [20], [21],
[22], [23], [24]. Nevertheless, certain challenges exist in the
context of multi-target regression that relate, for instance, to
jointly modelling inter-target dependencies and non-linear
input-output relations [22]. Very often in practice, multiple
outputs represent higher level concepts which form highly
complex relationships that call for powerful non-linear re-
gression models, commonly formulated in the reproducing
kernel Hilbert space. Despite the relative success achieved
in the multi-target regression problem (in a general context
beyond the OCC setting), the relationship among multiple
tasks is typically modelled via a linear kernel, which limits
the representational capacity of the existing methods.

In the current study, the kernel null-space technique for
one-class classification [25], [26], [27], and in particular, its
regression-based formulation, known as one-class kernel
spectral regression (a.k.a. OC-KSR) [28], [29], is extended
to a multi-task learning framework. The OC-KSR method,
as compared to other alternatives, has been found to pro-
vide better performance and computational efficiency, while
being more resilient to data corruption. In the context of
the OC-KSR method, we show that the relationship among
multiple related OCC problems may be encoded effectively
by learning related tasks concurrently, based on the no-
tion of separability of the multi-task kernel. To this end,
multiple one-class learning problems are modelled as the
components of a vector-valued function, while learning
their structure corresponds to choosing suitable functional
spaces.

1.1 Overview of the proposed approach

As noted earlier, in this work, the kernel regression-based
formulation of the Fisher null-space technique for the one-
class classification problem is reformulated to benefit from
a multi-task learning strategy. For this purpose, first, it is

shown that the kernel decomposition approach for learning
vector-valued functions in the Hilbert space is directly appli-
cable to the OC-KSR methodology, which in turn facilitates
learning a predictive one-class vector-valued function and
a linear structure among multiple tasks, concurrently. Next,
as a second contribution, and in contrary to the common
approach, which assumes a linear inter-target relation (mod-
elled as a single output composition matrix), a new non-
linear multi-task structure learning method is proposed,
where the relationship among multiple OCC problems is
encoded via a non-linear kernel function. The task-specific
coefficients, as well as the output mixing parameters, are
then learned concurrently via a new alternating direction
block minimisation method. Finally, it is illustrated that the
proposed non-linear approach for one-class vector-valued
function learning may naturally be extended to a group-
sparse representation, where different tasks interact in a
sparse non-linear multi-task structure.

To summarise, the main contributions of the current
study may be stated as:

• We extend the Fisher null-space one class classifica-
tion approach to the multi-task case by means of a
separable kernel learning, where the structure among
multiple problems is captured linearly in terms of an
output composition matrix;

• We generalise the multi-task Fisher null-space one-
class learning approach to the non-linear case by
modelling the composition function defining the task
structure using a non-linear kernel function;

• We propose an extension of the non-linear multi-task
structure learning mechanism to a sparse setting,
where the structure between multiple problems is
encoded in a group-sparse fashion;

• We validate the merit of the advocated methodology
by its extensive experimental evaluation on a range
of data sets and compare its different variants to
existing approaches.

1.2 Outline of the paper

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: a summary
of the existing work on multi-task one-class learning, as
well as a brief overview of non-OCC multi-target regression
approaches, most relevant to the current study, is provided
in §2. In §3, once an overview of the one-class kernel
spectral regression method for one-class learning [28], [29]
is presented, the vector-valued function learning method-
ology, with an emphasis on separable kernel learning in
the RKHSvv, is briefly reviewed. The discussion is then
followed by its generalisation, formulated as a problem
of composition function learning in the RKHSvv. The pro-
posed multi-task one-class kernel null-space approach is
introduced in §4, where the linear and non-linear structure
learning mechanisms subject to Tikhonov, as well as sparse
regularisation are presented. An experimental evaluation
of the proposed multi-task structure learning methods on
different data sets is carried out in §5, where a comparison
with the baseline, as well as other existing approaches
in the literature, is also discussed. Finally, §6 offers brief
conclusions.
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2 RELATED WORK

In this section, a brief overview of the existing multi-task
one-class learning approaches is presented. A number of
non-OCC multi-target regression methods, relevant to the
present study, shall be briefly reviewed too. For a detailed
review on multi-task learning cf. [1].

As instances of the multi-task learning approaches for
OCC, two multi-task learning formulations based on one-
class support vector machines are presented in [15]. They
are based on the assumption of closeness of the related
tasks and the proximity of their corresponding models. Both
multi-task learning problems are solved by optimising the
objective function of a single one-class SVM. The work in
[16], presents a multi-task approach, which incorporates
additional new features in the one-class classification task.
In [17], based on the one-class ν-SVM, an MTL frame-
work for one-class classification is presented, which con-
strains different problems to have similar solutions. Such
a formulation is cast as a second-order cone programme
to derive a global solution. In [18], the authors propose
a method for anomaly detection, when collectively mon-
itoring many complex systems. The proposed multi-task
learning approach is based on a sparse mixture of Gaussian
graphical models (GGM’s), where each task is represented
by a mixture of GGM’s, providing the functionality to
handle multiple modalities in the data. A new regularised
formulation is then proposed with guaranteed sparsity in
mixture weights. By introducing a vector-valued function
subject to regularisation in the vector-valued reproducing
kernel Hilbert space, an unsupervised classifier to detect
the outliers and inliers simultaneously is proposed in [19],
where preserving the local similarity of data in the input
space is encouraged via manifold regularisation.

In the general context of multi-target regression and
apart from the one-class classification paradigm, there ex-
ist a variety of different methods. These methods are not
directly related to the present work in that they do not solve
a one-class classification problem. Nevertheless, similar to
the current study, in these methods, the multi-task learning
problem is formulated as one of kernel regression. As an
instance, in [20], an output kernel learning method, based
on the solution of a suitable regularisation problem over a
reproducing kernel Hilbert space of vector-valued functions,
is proposed. A block-wise coordinate descent method is then
derived that efficiently exploits the structure of the objective
functional. The work in [21], addresses the MTL problem
by illustrating that multiple tasks and their structure can be
efficiently learned by formulating the problem as a convex
optimisation problem, which is then solved by means of a
block coordinate method. More recently, the authors in [22]
propose a multi-target regression approach via robust low-
rank learning. Their approach can encode inter-target cor-
relations in a structure matrix by matrix elastic nets. Other
method [23] models intrinsic inter-target correlations and
complex non-linear input-output relationships via multi-
target sparse latent regression, where inter-target correla-
tions are captured via L2,1-norm-based sparse learning. The
work in [30] presents a two layer approach to jointly learn
latent features shared by the tasks and a multi-task model
based on Gaussian processes. In [24], in order to take into ac-

count the structure in the input data, while benefiting from
kernels in the input space, the reproducing kernel Hilbert
space theory for vector-valued functions is applied. In [31],
the objective for multitask learning is formulated as a linear
combination of two sets of eigen-functions such that the
eigen-functions of one task provide additional information
to the other and help to improve its performance. For a
detailed review on multi-target regression one may consult
[32].

3 BACKGROUND

3.1 One-Class Kernel Spectral Regression
The Fisher criterion is a design objective commonly applied
in the statistical pattern recognition, where a projection
function from the input space into a feature space is in-
ferred in a way that the between-class scatter of the data
is maximised, while minimising the within-class scatter:

ϕ? = argmax
ϕ

ϕ>Sbϕ

ϕ>Swϕ
(1)

where Sb denotes the between-class scatter matrix, Sw
stands for the within-class scatter matrix and ϕ is a basis
corresponding to one axis of the subspace. A theoretically
optimal projection that provides the best separability with
respect to the Fisher criterion is the null projection [25],
[26], [28], yielding a positive between-class scatter while
providing a zero within-class scatter:

ϕ>Swϕ = 0

ϕ>Sbϕ > 0 (2)

In a one-class classification problem, the single optimiser for
Eq. 1 is found as the eigenvector corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue of the following generalised eigen-problem:

Sbϕ = λSwϕ (3)

Once the null projection direction is determined, a sample x
is projected onto the null-space as

y = ϕ>x (4)

In order to handle data with an inherently non-linear struc-
ture, kernel extensions of this methodology are proposed
[25], [26], [28]. While solving for the discriminant in a
kernel space requires eigen-analysis of dense matrices, a
computationally efficient method (one-class kernel spectral
regression, a.k.a. OC-KSR) based on the spectral regression
is proposed in [28], which poses the problem as one of
solving a regularised regression problem in the Hilbert
space:

aopt = argmin
a

‖Ka− r‖22 + γa>Ka (5)

where γ is a regularisation parameter, r denotes the desired
responses and K stands for the kernel matrix. The optimal
solution aopt to the problem above is given as

aopt = (K + γIn)
−1r (6)

where In denotes an identity matrix of size n (n being the
number of training samples). Once aopt is determined, the
projections of samples onto the null feature space are found
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as y = Kaopt. For classification, the distance between the
projection of a test sample and that of the mean of the target
class is employed as a dissimilarity criterion.

In the conventional single-task OC-KSR approach, the
procedure starts with building a separate kernel matrix for
each one-class classification problem, followed by assign-
ing optimal responses to each individual observation in
each task. The optimal response vector r in the OC-KSR
algorithm, when only positive instances are available for
training, is shown to be a vector of ones (up to a scale factor).
When negative training observations are also available, they
are mapped onto the origin [28].

3.2 Vector-Valued Functions in the Hilbert Space
Let us assume there exist T scalar learning problems (tasks),
each associated with a training set Dt of nt input-output
observations Dt =

{
(xti, r

t
i)
}nt

i=1
with xti ∈ X denoting the

input space and rti ∈ R denoting the output space data, and
t ∈ {1, . . . , T} indexing a task. Given a loss function L :
R×R→ R+ that measures the per-task prediction errors, the
goal in the problem of learning vector-valued functions in
the Hilbert space is to estimate a function f(.) which jointly
minimises the regularised errors corresponding to multiple
learning problems, i.e. f∗(.) = argminf∈HQL, where QL is
defined as

QL =
T∑
t=1

1

nt

nt∑
i=1

L(rti , ft(xti)) +R(f) (7)

R(f) denotes a regularisation imposed on the function f(.),
with scalar components ft, in the Hilbert space.

The multi-task learning approach is applicable to dif-
ferent classification problems. One possible example is that
of object classification, where multiple hypotheses are con-
sidered in parallel, each hypothesis being a different OCC
task and the goal is to exploit the correlation between the
predictions of different objects through a multi-task learning
approach. A different example is that of detecting a presen-
tation attack (spoofing) in biometrics, where an unautho-
rised user attempts to gain access as a legitimate subject. The
detection problem may be cast as an OCC problem (task)
[33]. The goal may then be to discover any dependencies
among multiple spoofing detection problems through the
use of a multi-task learning strategy for improved per-
formance. A further example may be that of multi-modal
classification, where multiple sensing modalities are fused
in order to exploit the complementary information they pro-
vide. In this case, the classification based on each modality
may be considered as a separate task and the goal would be
to combine the information coming from multiple sources,
taking into account possible dependencies between them
through a multi-task learning strategy.

A popular sub-class of vector-valued function learning
methods is that of multi-target kernel regression, where
the loss function L encodes a least squares loss in the
Hilbert space. A commonly applied simplifying assump-
tion in this case is that of the separability of input-output
relations, which leads to expressing f(.) in terms of a sep-
arable kernel. Separable kernels are functions of the form
Γ(x, x′) = κ(x, x′)B, where κ : X × X → R is a scalar
reproducing kernel that captures similarities between the

inputs and B is a symmetric positive semi-definite T × T
matrix encoding dependencies among the outputs. In this
case, f(.) is represented as

f(.) =
n∑
i=1

κ(xi, .)Bai (8)

where ai stands for the coefficients. The output on the train-
ing data shall then be derived as KAB and the regularised
loss given in Eq. 7 may be expressed in a matrix form as

QL = ‖KAB−R‖22 +R(K,A,B) (9)

where K denotes the kernel matrix for the inputs, An×T

(n =
∑T
t=1 nt) stands for a matrix the coefficient vectors

ai’s denote its transposed rows and R denotes a matrix
collection of the expected responses, while ‖.‖22 denotes the
Frobenius norm. For this class of kernels, if B is the identity
matrix, all outputs would be treated as being unrelated and
the solution to the multi-task problem will be simplified to
that of solving each task independently.

When the output structure matrix B is presumed to
be other than the identity matrix, the tasks are regarded
as being related and finding the optimal function f(.) is
posed as the problem of learning the matrices A and B,
concurrently, subject to suitable regularisation constraints.
The generic form of QL in Eq. 9 may be considered as the
common formulation to the multi-target regression problem
in the Hilbert space, where a specific choice for R may be
based on different apriori assumptions, leading to different
instances of the problem. With reference to the separable
kernel learning formulation for multi-task learning, one may
interpret the output of a multi-task learning approach as
finding the intermediate responses corresponding to each
individual task via KA (similar to the OC-KSR approach)
and then mixing them via a structure encoding mecha-
nism to produce the final responses. From this standpoint,
the final responses may be considered as the output of a
composition function f(.) = g(h(.)), where h(.) produces
intermediate responses, while g(.) performs a composition
on the intermediate responses to form the final outputs. In
this regard, the relations in Eqs. 8 and 9 correspond to a non-
linear mapping function h(.) expressed in terms of a non-
linear kernel function κ(., .) and A, while the linear function
g(.) is defined as a linear mixing function, characterised via
B. The majority of the existing work on the multi-target
regression problem is focused on the case where g(.) is a
linear function.

In this work, we study the problem of jointly learn-
ing multiple one-class classification problems by modelling
individual task-predictors as the components of a vector-
valued function. In doing so, the utility of the composition
function is in learning structures among multiple OCC
problems. For this purpose, two cases are considered: 1-
when the function g(.) is a linear function, we refer to the
structure among multiple problems as a linear structure;
and 2-when g(.) is a non-linear function, the structure shall
be referred to as a non-linear structure. Note that for both
alternative scenarios above, h(.) is assumed to be a non-
linear function, defined in a Hilbert space. For a general
Representer Theorem regarding composition functions in
the Hilbert space see [34].
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Fig. 1. Linear multi-task structure learning in the proposed multi-task
one-class framework.

4 MULTI-TASK ONE-CLASS KERNEL NULL-
SPACE

In this section, first, the proposed multi-task one-class learn-
ing method for linear structure learning is introduced. The
discussion is then followed by introducing a non-linear
multi-task OCC learning approach based on Tikhonov regu-
larisation which is then modified to learn sparse non-linear
multi-task structures.

4.1 Linear Structure Learning

Consider a linear form of the proposed multi-task one-class
learning method (i.e. when g(.) is a linear function) defined
in Eq. 9. Once the intermediate responses corresponding
to different tasks are determined, they are mixed via an
output matrix to produce the final responses. The key to
the deployment of the cost function in Eq. 9, in the context
of one-class classification based on the OC-KSR approach,
is that the responses R should be real numbers. No other
restrictions are imposed. This in turn offers the flexibility
required to convert the problem into one of OCC. With
reference to the OC-KSR formulation, in order for QL to
characterise a kernel null-space one-class classifier, the only
requirement is to select suitable targets for the responses R.
In order to be consistent with the OC-KSR setting, a suitable
choice for R is the one which forces all normal observations
to be mapped onto a single point distinct from the projection
of any possible anomalous sample. Accordingly, we set the
expected responses for normal observations to 1, and any
anomalies are mapped onto the origin. Choosing R as such
would then lead to a zero within-class scatter, while pro-
viding a positive between-class scatter, i.e. a null projection
function.

The learning machine induced by Eq. 9 admits a multi-
layer structure where the second layer parameter B encodes
a linear structure among multiple tasks, whereas the first
layer coefficients A represent a collection of task-specific
parameters, Fig. 1. The goal is then to concurrently learn
the coefficient matrix A and the structure encoding matrix
B, subject to suitable regularisations on A and B. While
there exists different methods which differ from one another
in terms of the regularisations imposed on the solution,
recently, an effective approach has been advocated in [22],

which controls the rank and shrinkage of B, while penalis-
ing the norm of A in the Hilbert space. The advocated cost
function in [22] is defined as

QL = ‖KAB−R‖22 + γL1trace(A>KA)

+γL2trace(B>B) + γL3trace(
√

B>B) (10)

For the optimisation of the objective function, a block co-
ordinate descent method is suggested in [22], alternating
between optimisation w.r.t. the parameters of the first layer
and those of the second layer.

4.1.1 Sub-problem w.r.t. A

The first block of variables for the minimisation of the
objective function QL is that of A. In order to optimise QL
with respect to A, we set the partial derivatives to zero:

∂QL
∂A

= 2K(KAB−R)B + 2γL1KA = 0 (11)

A sufficient condition for the above equality to hold is

KABB−RB + γL1A = 0 (12)

The linear matrix equation above is known as the discrete-
time Sylvester equation, commonly arising in control theory
[35]. The solution to A is given as

vec(A) = (γL1I⊗K−1 + BB⊗ I)−1vec(K−1RB) (13)

where ⊗ stands for the Kronecker product and vec(.) de-
notes a concatenation of the columns of a matrix onto a
vector. For large-scale problems, the solution above may be
inefficient. In these cases, by utilising the structure of the
problem, more efficient techniques have been developed 1.

4.1.2 Sub-problem w.r.t. B

For the minimisation of the error function QL with respect
to B, a gradient descent approach may be applied [22]:

B = B− ηB∂QL/∂B (14)

where ηB is the step size parameter and ∂QL/∂B is derived
as

∂QL
∂B

=
−2
n

(KAB−R)(AK)>

+βUΣ−1|Σ|V> + 2γB (15)

where B = UΣV> is an eigen-decomposition of the struc-
ture matrix and |Σ| is the matrix of element-wise absolute
values of Σ. For a detailed derivation of ∂QL/∂B see [22].

The optimisation of the objective function QL with re-
spect to the unknown parameters B and A is realised via an
alternating direction minimisation approach, summarised
in Algorithm 1, where during the initialisation step, all
tasks are deemed to be independent. That is, the structure
matrix B is initialised to the identity matrix. Among others,
one desirable property of the formulation in Eq. 10 over
some other alternatives lies in the convexity of the objective
function, which facilitates reaching the global optimum.

A number of observations regarding the proposed one-
class multi-task linear structure learning approach are in
order. First, it should be noted that the structure in Fig. 1

1. www.slicot.org
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Algorithm 1 Linear multi-task OC-KSR
1: B = IT
2: repeat
3: vec(A) = (γL1I⊗K−1 + BB⊗ I)−1vec(K−1RB)
4: B = B− ηB ∂QL

∂B

5: until |Qt+1
L −QtL| < ε

depicts the learning stage of the proposed one-class model.
In the operational (test) phase, however, the parameter sets
A and B may be combined to produce a model with a single
layer of discriminants in the Hilbert space as C = AB.
Second, as noted earlier, the structure considered in Fig. 1 is
not new and has been previously explored in the context of
multi-target regression. The novelty, here, lies in enabling
the kernel null-space one-class classification approach to
benefit from the same learning structure, thanks to a kernel
regression-based formulation of the OC-KSR approach.

4.2 Non-linear Structure Learning

In the proposed non-linear structure learning scheme and in
contrast to the linear set-up, the relations between multiple
tasks is modelled through a non-linear (kernel) function.
The structure of the proposed learning machine in this case
is depicted in Fig. 2. In this setting, once the intermediate
responses corresponding to different problems (yt’s, for
t = 1, . . . , T ) for a given input x are produced, they collec-
tively serve as a single input (i.e. y) to the second layer. In
the second layer, y is non-linearly mapped into a new space,
induced by a kernel function (RBF kernel) and ultimately
mixed via the coefficients B to produce the final responses
corresponding to different tasks. The training/test data for
the second layer thus consists of T−dimensional intermedi-
ate responses.

In the proposed non-linear structure learning method,
the unknown matrices A and B are found by optimising
an objective function QN defined as a regularised kernel
regression based on a kernel matrix J, which captures the
similarities between outputs of different tasks. The superior-
ity of the non-linear model, as compared to the conventional
linear structure of Fig. 1 (as will be demonstrated in the
experimental evaluation section), may be justified from the
perspective that the structure in Fig. 1 acts as a linear
regression over the intermediate responses while that of Fig.
2 corresponds to a non-linear (kernel) regression. Different
regularisations in the proposed non-linear setting of Fig. 2,
namely Tikhonov and sparsity are examined in this work.

4.2.1 Tikhonov Regularisation

A Tikhonov regularisation in the non-linear multi-task for-
mulation favours models that provide predictions, that are
as smooth functions of the intermediate responses as pos-
sible, by penalising parameters of larger magnitude and
thereby producing a more parsimonious solution. Following
a Tikhonov regularisation, the objective function for the
model in Fig. 2 is defined as

QN = ‖JB−R‖22 + γN1trace(A>KA) +

γN2trace(B>JB) (16)

Fig. 2. Non-linear multi-task structure learning in the proposed multi-task
one-class approach.

where K and J denote the kernel matrices associated with
the first (the one closer to the input) and the second layer,
respectively. The optimisation of the objective function
associated with the non-linear model is realised via a
block coordinate descent scheme, alternating between
optimisation w.r.t. the parameters of the first layer and
those of the second layer.

Sub-problem w.r.t. A: The first direction of minimisation
for the objective function QN is that of A. The partial
derivatives of the term trace(A>KA) w.r.t. A are readily
obtained as

∂trace(A>KA)

∂A
= 2KA (17)

Denoting the remaining terms of QN as QN1 = ‖JB −
R‖22 + γN2trace(B>JB), we shall proceed with computing
its partial derivative w.r.t. A. The parameters involved in
QN1 are independent of A, except for the kernel matrix
J (recall that the kernel matrix J models the similarities
between T -dimensional intermediate responses y’s). The
dependency of the kernel matrix J on A is due to its
dependency on the intermediate responses Y, which are a
function of A, as Y = KA. In order to compute the partial
derivatives of QN1 w.r.t. A, first, the following matrices are
defined:

F = YY>

E = (I ◦ F)1 + 1>(I ◦ F)> − 2F

(18)

where ◦ stands for the Hadamard (component-wise) prod-
uct and 1 denotes a matrix of ones. The kernel matrix J
associated with the second layer may then be expressed as

J = exp[−θE] (19)

where the scalar parameter θ controls the RBF kernel width
associated with the second layer. The partial derivatives of
QN1 with respect to the kernel matrix J are

∂QN1

∂J
= 2(JB−R)B> + γN2BB> (20)
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The partial derivatives ∂QN1/∂E, ∂QN1/∂F, ∂QN1/∂Y are
derived as [36]

∂QN1

∂E
= (−θJ) ◦ ∂QN1

∂J
∂QN1

∂F
= In ◦

((∂QN1

∂E
+
∂QN1

∂E

>)
1>
)
− 2

∂QN1

∂E
∂QN1

∂Y
=

(∂QN1

∂F
+
∂QN1

∂F

>)
Y (21)

For the computation of ∂QN1/∂A we note

δQN1 = trace(
∂QN1

∂Y

>
δY) = trace(

∂QN1

∂A

>
δA) (22)

Since Y = KA, it holds that δY = KδA. Replacing δY by
KδA in Eq. 22 yields

δQN1 = trace(
∂QN1

∂Y

>
KδA) = trace(

∂QN1

∂A

>
δA) (23)

and hence
∂QN1

∂A
= K

∂QN1

∂Y
(24)

Summing up, in order to compute ∂QN1/∂A, one first
computes ∂QN1/∂J and then ∂QN1/∂E, ∂QN/∂F and
∂QN1/∂Y, respectively, followed by ∂QN1/∂A. Finally,
∂QN/∂A = ∂QN1/∂A + 2γN1KA.

Sub-problem w.r.t. B: Minimising the regularised error
over multiple tasks, represented by QN w.r.t B, may be
performed by setting the partial derivative ∂QN/∂B to
zero:

∂QN
∂B

= 2J>(JB−R) + 2γN2JB = 0

which yields

B = (J + γN2In)
−1R (25)

Finally, the partial derivatives of the objective function QN
w.r.t. θ are given as

∂QN
∂θ

= trace
(∂QN
∂J

>
(−J ◦E)

)
(26)

Initialisation: The initialisation step of the proposed non-
linear structure learning approach is similar in spirit to
that of the linear case. During the initialisation step, each
task is presumed to be independent from all the others.
Consequently, the kernel matrix J encoding inter-task re-
lationships takes the form of a block-diagonal matrix, the
diagonal elements of which are 1nt×nt sub-matrices which
leads to the initialisation of B as B = (Jinit + γN2In)

−1R.
The parameter controlling the width of the RBF kernel in
the second layer (θ) is initialised to the reciprocal of the
average of E, i.e. θ = 1/mE where mE denotes the mean
of E. For the initialisation of A, the problems are solved
independently with the intermediate responses set to R.
Once all the parameters are initialised, the approximate
optimisation of the objective function with respect to the
parameters of the first and the second layer is performed
via an alternating direction minimisation scheme, where for
optimisation with respect to A and θ, a gradient descent
method is applied. The algorithm for the non-linear multi-
task one-class learning is summarised in Algorithm 2, where

Algorithm 2 Non-linear multi-task OC-KSR (Tikhonov reg-
ularisation)

1: A = (K + γN1In)
−1R

2: B = (Jinit + γN2In)
−1R

3: θ = 1/mE

4: repeat
5: A = A− ηA ∂QN

∂A

6: θ = θ − ηθ ∂QN

∂θ
7: J = J(A, θ)
8: B = (J + γN2In)

−1R
9: until |Qt+1

N −QtN | < ε

ηA and ηθ denote the gradient descent step sizes for A and θ,
respectively. Note that Step 7 of the algorithm corresponds
to updating the kernel matrix J associated with the second
layer based on the most recent values for A and θ.

4.2.2 Sparse Regularisation

Besides the widely used Tikhonov regularisation, other reg-
ularisation schemes, encouraging sparseness on the solu-
tion, are widely applied as a guideline for inference. The
underlying motivation in this case is to provide the simplest
possible explanation of an observation as a combination of
as few as possible atoms from a given dictionary. Typically,
a more compact model is expected to provide better gen-
eralisation performance as compared with its non-sparse
counterpart, especially in the presence of corruption in data
or missing relations between problems. This is in contrast
to the Tikhonov regularisation, which forces all problems
to be related to one another. The sparsity in the proposed
non-linear structure learning approach may be imposed at
two different levels. The first level of sparsity is that of
the task level. That is, a task either contributes in forming
the discriminant of another task (the two tasks related) or
not. The second level of sparsity is that of the within-task
sparsity, where the response for a particular problem is
derived using a sparse set of the corresponding training
data. The two objectives above may be achieved via a group-
sparse lasso formulation [37], [38] by enforcing an L1-norm
penalty on B in addition to an L2-norm task-wise penalty
on B. Consequently, the objective function QNS for the
sparse non-linear setting is defined as

QNS = ‖JB−R‖22 + γN1trace(A>KA)

+γN2‖B‖11 + γN3

T∑
t=1

‖bt‖22 (27)

where γN2 controls the within-task sparsity while γN3

governs task-wise sparseness. Accordingly, in the proposed
sparse multi-task one-class learning approach, each re-
sponse rt may be generated using only a few tasks from
among the pool of multiple problems.

The algorithm for the sparse non-linear multi-task one-
class learning approach is similar to Algorithm 2 except for
two differences. First, when optimising w.r.t. A, the partial
derivatives ∂QNS/∂J would be

∂QNS
∂J

= 2(JB−R)B> (28)
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Algorithm 3 Non-linear multi-task OC-KSR (Sparse regu-
larisation)

1: A = (K + γN1In)
−1R

2: B = (Jinit + γN2In)
−1R

3: θ = 1/mE

4: repeat
5: A = A− ηA ∂QNS

∂A

6: θ = θ − ηθ ∂QNS

∂θ
7: J = J(A, θ)
8: B = SLEP(QNS)
9: until |Qt+1

NS −QtNS | < ε

Second, in order to optimise the group-sparse problem in
Eq. 27 w.r.t. B, the Sparse Learning with Efficient Projections
(SLEP) algorithm [37] is used in this work. Using the SLEP
algorithm and by varying the regularisation parameters γN2

and γN3, solutions with different possible cardinalities of B
may be obtained. The proposed sparse non-linear structure
learning algorithm is summarised in Algorithm 3.

4.3 Analysis of the Algorithms
A few comments regarding the dynamics of the pro-
posed non-linear (Tikhonov/sparse) multi-task learning ap-
proaches are in order.

While in the linear structure learning method (Algorithm
1) the impact of changing one block of parameters on the
other (the impact of A on B or vice versa) is explicit, in
the non-linear setting (Algorithms 2 and 3), the two sets of
parameters A and B interact indirectly via the kernel matrix
associated with the second layer, i.e. via J (see Step 7 of the
Algorithms 2 and 3). In this respect, once A is updated, the
intermediate responses are produced as Y = KA. The new
kernel matrix associated with the second layer may then be
computed using the updated Y and the new parameter θ. B
is then derived based on the updated kernel matrix J. Any
modification to B would then affect parameter set A (see
Eqs. 20 and 28).

In the operational phase of the proposed non-linear
structure learning methods, upon the arrival of a new test
sample x, the corresponding intermediate outputs (yt’s for
t = 1, . . . , T ) for different problems are produced by the
first layer. Treating the intermediate responses as the com-
ponents of a single vector y = [y1, . . . , yT ]

>, its similarity
is measured to those of training samples associated with
the second layer (i.e. yi’s for i = 1, . . . , n) using a non-
linear (RBF) kernel function and subsequently combined
via the corresponding mixing matrix B to produce the final
responses.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, an experimental evaluation of the proposed
approaches for multi-task one-class classification is carried
out. The efficacy of the proposed techniques is evaluated on
four different data sets.

5.1 Data sets
5.1.1 Face
This data set is created to perform a toy experiment in face
recognition. The data set contains face images of different

individuals and the task is to recognise a subject among
others. For each subject, a one-class classifier is built using
the training data associated with the subject under consid-
eration, while all other subjects are considered as outliers
with respect to the model. The experiment is repeated in
turn for each subject in the data set. The features used
for face image representation are obtained via the frontal-
pose PAM deep CNN model [39] applied to face bounding
boxes. The images of this data set are collected from the
real-access videos of the Replay-Mobile data set [40], which
is accompanied with face bounding boxes. In this work, ten
subjects are used to form the data set and each task is to
recognise a single subject. The number of positive training
samples for each subject is set to 4. The number of positive
and negative test samples for each subject are 40 and 160,
respectively, where the negative test observations for each
subject are selected from subjects other than the subject
under consideration.

5.1.2 MNIST

is a collection of 28× 28 pixel images of handwritten digits
0-9 [41]. In our experiments, a single digit is considered as
the target class while all the others correspond to non-target
observations. The experiment is repeated in turn for all the
digits. Similar to the face data set, each task is to recognise
one digit among others. The number of positive training
samples for each digit is set to 15. The number of positive
and negative test samples for each class is set to 150 and
1350, respectively.

5.1.3 Coil-100

The Coil-100 data set [42] contains 7,200 images of 100
different objects. Each object has 72 images taken at pose
intervals of 5 degrees, with the images being of size 32× 32
pixels. In the experiments conducted on this data set, 50
classes are selected randomly. A one-class classifier is then
trained to recognise an object of interest among others and
considered as a single task. The experiment is then repeated
in turn for each of the 50 categories. Raw pixel intensities
are used as feature representations in this data set. The
number of positive train instances for each target class is
7. 65 positive and 585 negative test observations for each
class are included in the experiments on this data set.

5.1.4 Caltech256

is a challenging set of 256 object categories containing 30607
images in total [43]. Each class of images has a minimum of
80 images representing a diverse set of backgrounds, poses,
lighting conditions and image sizes. In this experiment,
10 random classes are considered. The Bag-of-visual-words
histograms from densely sampled SIFT features are used
to represent images 2. The setting for training and test is
similar to the previous data sets. The number of positive
train samples corresponding to each class is set to 12 (on
average) while the number of positive test and negative test
samples is 110 and 990, respectively.

2. http://homes.esat.kuleuven.be/ t̃uytelaa/unsup features.html
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Fig. 3. Sample optimisation curves for the non-linear structure learning approach. From left to right: the face, the MNIST, the Coil-100 and Caltech256
data sets.

Fig. 4. Sample optimisation curves for the non-linear sparse structure learning approach. From left to right: the face, the MNIST, the Coil-100 and
Caltech256 data sets.

Fig. 5. Sample structural matrices for the linear structure learning ap-
proach. From left to right: the face, the MNIST, Coil-100 and Caltech256
data sets.

Fig. 6. Sample kernels for the non-linear structure learning approach.
From left to right: the face, the MNIST, the Coil-100 and Caltech256
data sets.

5.2 Methods

For the conversion of the OC-KSR method from a single-
task to a multi-task setting, first, all training observations
are combined to form a joint kernel matrix (K) associated
with the first layer. In this case, the positive training in-
stances of one problem (target class) would serve as neg-
ative training observations for all the remaining tasks. As
such, the number of training samples for all tasks would
be similar. However, the number positive/negative training
observations for each problem may be different. The optimal
response would then be an n× T matrix where each row of
the matrix is a vector of zeros except for a single element of
one denoting the true class of an observation.

As previously demonstrated in [28], utilisation of neg-
ative training samples may boost the performance of the
OC-KSR approach. In order to make a distinction between
different variants of the OCKSR methodology, in this sec-
tion, OCKSR would correspond to the algorithm when
negative instances are not used for training while C-OCKSR

Fig. 7. Sample kernels for the non-linear sparse structure learning
approach. From left to right: the face, the MNIST, the Coil-100 and
Caltech256 data sets.

shall be used to refer to the case when both positive and
negative samples are used for training. This distinction is
necessary to accurately gauge the benefits offered by a
multi-task learning scheme independent of the effects of
using non-target samples for training. Once a joint kernel
matrix is built and the optimal responses are set, the rest
of the procedure is performed according to either one of
the structure learning mechanisms discussed earlier. Note
that throughout the paper we have made the assumption
that multiple problems use a shared representation, which is
a commonly applied assumption. Nevertheless, if different
representations (or modalities) are to be employed, the first
layer of the proposed structure learning mechanisms needs
to be modified to reflect the usage of multiple representa-
tions. More specifically, in this case, multiple kernels, each
associated with a single task may be considered in the first
layer.

A thorough evaluation and comparison between differ-
ent one-class classification algorithms has been conducted in
[28] and [29], with the conclusion of the OCKSR approach
performing the best among other competitors. As such, the
different methods included in these experiments are:

• OCKSR is the original single-task OC-KSR method
presented in [28]. This method is used to learn an
OCC classifier independently for each task and will
serve as a baseline.

• C-OCKSR corresponds to the single-task OCKSR ap-
proach where negative observations are utilised for
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training.
• OCKSR-L is the proposed multi-task OCKSR ap-

proach where a linear structure between different
tasks is learned.

• OCKSR-N is the proposed multi-task OCKSR ap-
proach where a non-linear structure between dif-
ferent tasks subject to Tikhonov regularisation is
learned.

• OCKR-NS is the proposed multi-task OCKSR ap-
proach where a non-linear structure between differ-
ent tasks, subject to sparse group regularisation, is
learned.

• SVDD is the Support Vector Data Description ap-
proach to solve the one class classification problem
[44]. As a widely used method, it is used to learn an
OCC classifier independently for each task to serve
as a second baseline for comparison.

• MORVR is the multi-output relevance vector regres-
sion [45], which uses the Bayes theorem and the ker-
nel trick to perform regression. The algorithm uses
the matrix normal distribution to model correlated
outputs.

5.3 Behaviour of the Optimisation Algorithms
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed alternating
direction minimisation scheme for the optimisation of the
non-linear objective function (for both Tikhonov and sparse
regularisation) is analysed. For an analysis of the conver-
gence behaviour of the linear structure learning method
one may consult [22]. The optimisation curves depicting
the cost function vs. iterations for the Tikhonov and sparse
regularisation are preented in Fig. 3 and 4, respectively.
From Figs. 3 and 4, one may observe that the proposed alter-
nating direction approach converges within a few hundred
iterations, irrespective of the nature of the observations.
Interestingly, the convergence of the sparse approach seems
to be relatively faster than its non-sparse counterpart.

5.4 Visualisation of the Structure Matrices
The structures learned using different linear and non-linear
multi-task approaches are illustrated in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, for
the linear, non-linear and sparse non-linear setting, respec-
tively. For the linear learning scheme, matrix B is depicted
while for the non-linear setting, the kernel matrix associated
with the second layer (J) is visualised. Note that for the Coil-
100 data set, as a relatively larger number of training sample
is used, the kernel matrix is bigger in dimension compared
to the other data sets. In the figure, the kernel matrix for this
data set is rescaled to a similar size as those of others for
the visualisation purposes. As noted earlier, at initialisation,
the structural matrices are set to (block)-diagonal matrices.
As may be observed from the figures, for all the data sets,
the linear and non-linear multi-task learning approaches
have discovered inter-task relations. This is manifest in all
structural matrices exhibiting non-zero off (block)-diagonal
elements.

5.5 Performance Comparison
In order to gauge the efficacy of the proposed multi-task
OCC learning methods, multiple experiments are conducted

on the face, MNIST, Coil-100 and Caltech256 data sets. In
order to minimise the effect of any bias associated with
the partitioning of the data, each data set is partitioned
randomly into training and test sets, and each experiment
is repeated 10 times and the average AUC measures results
reported in Table 1. A number of observations from Table
1 are in order. First, the proposed multi-task Fisher null-
space approaches are effective in improving the perfor-
mance compared to other alternatives. Second, from among
the proposed multi-task learning schemes, the non-linear
learning methods perform better than their linear counter-
part, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed
non-linear multi-task structure learning mechanism. Third,
the proposed OCKSR-N method performs slightly better
than its sparse counterpart. Nevertheless, the sparse method
may provide an edge over the non-sparse variant when the
data is corrupted or when some tasks are not related, as will
be demonstrated in the subsequent sections.

5.6 The Effect of Initialisation
During the initialisation of the proposed multi-task learn-
ing methods, the structure matrices were initialised to
(block)diagonal matrices. In this experiment, the effect of
initialisation is analysed on the behaviour of the algorithms.
For this purpose, the structural matrices were initialised
randomly and the same set of experiments were conducted.
Experimentally, it was observed that the initialisation had
negligible effect on the performances of the proposed meth-
ods. As the performance was very similar to that of the
previous experiment, the results are omitted. Nevertheless,
the random initialisation of the structure matrices slighly
improved the convergence speed of the algorithms.

5.7 The Effect of Regularisation
In the experiments conducted thus far, the regularisation pa-
rameter corresponding to the first layer is set to 1 for all the
OCKSR-based methods, while the other parameters were
optimised on the training set via cross validation. Typically
a stronger regularisation reduces the flexibility of the model,
but may provide relatively more robustness against data
corruption. In a final set of experiments, the effect of chang-
ing the regularisation parameter of the first layer is anal-
ysed. For this purpose, the first layer regularisation param-
eter is chosen from {1, 10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−4, 10−5, 10−6}
and the same set of experiments is repeated. The perfor-
mances of different methods in terms of AUC for this
experiment are reported in Fig. 8. Plots corresponding to the
sum of squared errors for different variants of the OCKSR
method are provided in Fig. 9. Note that since the sum
of squared error measures corresponding to other methods
were typically higher than those of the OCKSR variants,
they are excluded from the figure in order to better visualise
the effects of the proposed multi-target learning schemes.

A number of observations from the figures are in order.
First, the proposed non-linear structure learning methods
typically perform better than other alternatives irrespective
of the degree of regularisation, confirming the efficacy of
a non-linear structure learning mechanism. Second, while
the linear structure learning approach OCKSR-L provides
an edge over the single-task C-OCKSR method for stronger
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TABLE 1
Average performance (in terms of AUC (%)) of different methods in a one-class classification scenario on different data sets

Method OCKSR C-OCKSR OCKSR-L OCKSR-N OCKSR-NS SVDD MORVR
Face 97.70 99.55 99.71 99.78 99.76 97.69 97.63
MNIST 89.55 96.91 97.23 97.74 97.39 89.51 95.43
Coil-100 92.08 97.32 97.40 98.87 97.95 93.18 78.27
Caltech256 97.19 99.81 99.87 99.92 99.89 93.14 99.21

Fig. 8. The effect of regularisation on performance. From left to right: the face, MNIST, Coil-100 and Caltech256 data sets.

Fig. 9. The effect of regularisation on the sum of squared errors in predictions. From left to right: the face, MNIST, Coil-100 and Caltech256 data
sets.

Fig. 10. Three different modalities used for recognition on the AR face
data set.

regularisations (near 1), the advantage of learning a linear
structure among multiple one-class problems vanishes to-
wards lower regularisations levels, where the performances
of the two methods nearly match. This may be observed
from both the AUC as well as the sum of squared error plots.
Third, although the proposed sparse non-linear structure
learning approach performs slightly worse, compared to
the non-sparse alternative for stronger levels of regularisa-
tion. Nevertheless, towards lower regularisation levels, it
performs better than the non-sparse counterpart. A similar
behaviour is observed both in terms of the AUCs as well as
the sum of squared error measures.

5.8 Multimodal Learning
In the final set of experiments, we illustrate the utility of
the proposed methodology for multimodal fusion for object

classification in a toy experiment on face recognition. 100
subjects from the AR face data set [46], [47] are considered
in this experiments for each of which 7 training samples
from the first session of the data set are utilised. Simi-
larly, 7 test images per subject, from the second session
are included in this experiment. Three different modalities
are considered: the whole face, a rectangular area around
the left eye and another rectangular area around the right
eye, Fig. 10. Raw zero-mean pixel intensities are used as
image representations after normalising them to have unit
L2-norms. In order to perform a multimodal fusion, each
task is defined as a recognition task, using a one-class
classifier on one of the aforementioned modalities. Note that
the multi-task structures considered previously assume a
shared representation. In order to apply the proposed MTL
approaches to a multimodal setting, the first layer of the
previous structures need to be modified to reflect the exis-
tence of multiple representations. This may be realised by
constructing multiple kernel matrices, each associated with
a specific modality, in the first layer of the MTL structures.
The rest of the learning mechanism remains similar to that
previously discussed.

Similarly, in the operational phase, an object is repre-
sented through multiple modalities, the intermediate re-
sponse associated with each of these corresponds to a single
element of the intermediate response vector y. Once the
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TABLE 2
Average performance (in terms of AUC (%)) of different methods in a

one-class classification scenario on the AR data set.

Method Average AUC (%) over 100 subjects
C-OCKSR+whole face 93.84
C-OCKSR+left eye 92.52
C-OCKSR+right eye 92.86
OCKSR-N-fusion 97.02
OCKSR-NS-fusion 97.01

intermediate response vector (a vector of three elements
in the current experiment) is constructed, the rest of the
procedure is similar to that of the earlier experiments. For
the purpose of this experiment, an OCC classifier for each of
the three modalities is built separately for each subject using
7 positive samples of the corresponding subject and seven
randomly chosen samples of subjects other than the subject
under consideration. The number of positive test samples is
7, while there are 93 negative test samples. Driven by the
earlier experiments, the two non-linear structure learning
methods of OCKSR-N and OCKSR-NS, which perform bet-
ter as compared to other approaches, are considered in this
experiment. As a baseline for comparison, the single-task
C-OCKSR approach is chosen. The performances in terms
of the average AUC measures over all subjects are reported
in Table 2. From the table the following observations may
be made. Although the whole face seems to be more dis-
criminative as compared with the eyes, nevertheless, the
performance based on each eye does not fall far behind.
Consequently, a fusion of the three different modalities is
expected to improve the performance. This can be observed
in both non-linear MT learning schemes, where an improve-
ment over 3% compared to the single-task method of C-
OCKSR operating on the whole face is observed. A further
point noting is the similarity of the performance of the two
alternative non-linear MT learning methods.

6 CONCLUSION

We studied the one-class classification problem based on the
kernel regression Fisher null-space technique (OCKSR) in a
multi-task learning framework. For this purpose, first, it was
shown that the OCKSR approach may be readily cast within
a multi-target learning approach, where the dependencies
among multiple problems are modelled linearly. Next, a
non-linear structure learning mechanism was proposed,
where the correlations among different problems were en-
coded more effectively via a non-linear kernel function. The
non-linear multi-task learning approach was then extended
to a sparse setting to account for any missing relationships
among different problems. Different experiments conducted
on multiple data sets verified the merits of multi-task learn-
ing for the OCC problem based on the OCKSR method.
Moreover, it was observed that in certain cases, when the
linear structure learning approach failed to provide an
advantage over the single-task variant, the proposed non-
linear multi-task learning methods maintained an edge over
other alternatives.
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